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ABSTRACT: Affective polarization weakens voters’ willingness to cross party lines, support
bipartisan compromise, and trust outgroup messages. Existing scholarship on causes of rising
partisan hostility has focused on mass ideological polarization, elite incivility, and partisan
demographic sorting. This paper offers evidence from multiple survey experiments suggesting
negative motive attribution — partisans’ tendency to assume ill-intent guides outparty interests
— as another key dynamic underlying affective polarization. When asked why outparty members
prefer certain policy outcomes, roughly half of partisan respondents offer an explanation
involving selfishness, ignorance, hatred, and other negative motives. Then, subjects are exposed
to a series of motive statements for supporting a given party or policy varying in thoughtfulness
and pro-sociality, provided by other study participants. Subjects exposed to more admirable
outgroup motives demonstrate decreased outparty hostility, and increased willingness to interact
with and vote for the outparty. The magnitude of these effects surpasses even that of perceived
attitudinal similarity, suggesting affective judgments depend not just on perceptions of what the
outgroup wants, but also why they want it. These findings suggest a new approach towards
attenuating affective polarization, but also highlight the difficulty of changing citizens’ partisan
attributions.
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Over the past several decades, political polarization in the United States has become a
focal point of academic and societal concern. While scholars agree that ideological and/or
partisan polarization occur among elites (Poole and Rosenthal 1984; Hetherington 2001;
McCarty Poole and Rosenthal 2016), they disagree over the extent to which masses have
polarized; some claim that they have (Abramowitz and Saunders 2008; Nivola and Brady 2008;
Bafumi and Shapiro 2009; Abramowitz 2010), while others find lacking or contradictory
evidence (Fiorina and Abrams 2008; Baldassarri and Gelman 2008), arguing that people have not
become extreme or constrained in their views, but rather better sorted ideologically into the
correct parties. Whether or not citizens are growing apart ideologically, they are certainly
polarizing in terms of affect. Partisans increasingly think of each other negatively, shun close ties
to one another, and occupy separate social and political realities (Iyengar, Sood and Lelkes 2012;
Iyengar and Westwood 2015; Mason 2015; Lelkes 2016).
The causes of affective polarization are complex and multifaceted, and political scientists
have suggested a number of factors that have contributed to the dynamic. First, as the median
ideological preferences of the parties have diverged from one another over time, affect decreases
accordingly, as mass partisans increasingly see the other side as a threat to their interests, and
believe the growing attitudinal gap is driven by the other side’s extremity (Chambers et al. 2015;
Rogowski and Sutherland 2016; Webster and Abramowitz 2017). Second, affective polarization
may result from exposure to a hostile, partisan media — when citizens witness elite political
communication, they adopt the apparent norms of incivility that operate between bickering
pundits (Berry and Sobieraj 2011; Levendusky 2013; Mutz 2015; but see Mutz 2007 and Prior
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2013). Third, affective polarization may arise from growing differences in demographic makeup
between Democrats and Republicans, real (Abramowitz and Webster 2009; Mason 2016) or
imagined (Ahler and Sood 2018), and the tendency of citizens to perceive political conflict
primarily as group-based (Converse 1964; Grossman and Hopkins 2016).
This article advances an under-examined, complementary account for affective
polarization —

negative motive attribution. Other explanations focus on inter-partisan

perceptions of who the other party’s members are, and what they want; less explored is the
impact of perceptions of why p artisans want what they want. Affect towards political objects is a
function not simply of shared attitudes, but also what we believe about the quality of reasoning
and intention informing those attitudes. When we encounter disagreement, we may in good faith
believe that those with whom we disagree nevertheless possess good intentions. Alternatively,
we may believe they are motivated by stupidity, madness, ignorance, greed, bigotry, cruelty,
hunger for power, and so on. If Americans increasingly believe the latter about the other party,
then our democracy rests upon a tense and untenable arrangement between tribes that share little
to bind them, morally and socially.
To what extent do partisans tend to make negative attributions about the outparty? Does
negative motive attribution have an independent causal impact on outparty affect? If so, can
affective polarization be reduced by exposing partisans to evidence of positive motivations on
the other side? Three studies in this article help to answer these questions in turn. In the first,
respondents are asked to explain why they think out-partisans hold the preferences they do on a
wide range of contemporary policy issues. Coding and analysis of these responses reveals that
about half of out-partisan attributions are negative. In the second study, subjects are exposed to a
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random series of statements from partisan identifiers explaining why they identify with the party
they do, with stated motives varying in terms of admirability. Respondent affect towards the
outparty varies significantly with the average quality of these motive statements, to a degree
surpassing even the effect of perceived attitudinal similarity between the parties. In the third
study, subjects are shown a series of motive statements as before, but the consistency of positive
motive statements is varied more systematically to simulate a number of ways in which partisan
attribution may occur in the real world. Exposure to positive outgroup motives does appear to
lead respondents to update out-partisan attributions, which in turn leads to increased outgroup
affect. However, motivated reasoning makes such updating likely only when the outparty
motives shown are of uniformly high quality – even one bad apple appears to spoil the whole
bunch. Taken together, these studies demonstrate the importance of understanding the role of
attribution in exacerbating outgroup hostilities, and highlight another means by which scholars
and policy architects may seek ways to reduce affective polarization.

Theory and Design
The existing literature in psychology and political science suggests that people are likely
to negatively assess outgroup traits, and negative attributions about outgroup behavior. This is
true for how people evaluate one another even generally, as people tend to assume themselves
rational and devoid of the cognitive biases they imagine others suffer from, as described in work
on naive realism (Ward et al. 1997; Pronin, Lin and Ross 2002; Pronin, Gilovich and Ross 2004).
The fundamental attribution error causes people to overly rely on internal factors like personality
or self-interest (Ross 1977; Miller and Ratner 1998) as explanations for others’ behavior (Heider
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1944; Aronson 2003). The ultimate attribution error describes this practice at the group level
(Pettigrew 1979), especially when social status is at stake (Tajfel and Turner 2004; Brewer and
Brown 1998). Because people have a vested interest in maintaining the superiority of the
ingroup, they also engage in motivated reasoning to reject any evidence of status threats (Lord,
Ross and Lepper 1979; Kunda 1990; Westen et al. 2006). Scholars have found evidence of
negative motive attribution in group conflict generally (Reeder et al. 2002; Kenworthy and
Miller 2002; Reeder et al. 2004; Waytz Young and Ginges 2014) and for specific political issues
such as war (Reeder et al. 2005), affirmative action (Sherman, Nelson and Ross 2003), abortion
(Robinson et al. 1995), and racial inequality (Knight 1998).
In a model for understanding how affective polarization is generated, motive attribution
should be conceived of as a feedback mechanism, likely serving as both its cause and effect. That
is, people might first negatively assess someone, then form negative attributions about them as a
result (e.g. we think poorly of someone and then assume they want to harm others).
Alternatively, one may first assume the worst about someone's intentions, then evaluate them
accordingly (e.g. someone wants to harm others — therefore, we think poorly of them). Negative
motive attribution therefore is both a cause and consequence of outgroup hostility: motivated
reasoning about out-partisans encourages out-partisan stereotyping, which in turn leads to
increased hostility, which incentivizes further stereotyping, and so on. The literature on
ethnocentrism makes clear that as ingroup-outgroup dynamics strengthen, group members
stereotype outgroups more frequently, both as a means by which to enlarge the social distance
between the two groups, as well as an excuse for dismissing potential challenges to their place in
social and moral hierarchies. Once partisan polarization begins, negative motive attribution may
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provide partisans with an easy way to "other" the outgroup, which in turn increases the internal
desire to further negatively attribute. Such a feedback loop leads citizens to perceive themselves
as increasingly surrounded by monsters. Negative motive attribution is not necessarily the “first
mover” of affective polarization, but rather a major part of the iterative dynamics that propel the
growth in outgroup hostility. Combined with other explanations for affective polarization,
negative motive attribution serves as a force multiplier for existing outgroup hostilities.
If motive attribution is a key component of affective polarization, what would explain the
increase in negative attributions over time? One possible explanation is the changing process by
which people are exposed to people with whom they politically disagree. Just decades ago,
political discussions between differing partisans were rarer, and more likely to take place
amongst friends or family, if at all, given societal perceptions of political conversation as taboo
or dangerous. In deliberations with close company, norms of civility and good-faith assumption
operate; such individuals ostensibly already like one another, and expect repeated interaction in
the future. However, in the present day, social media has significantly increased the likelihood of
observing the political communications from strangers, those for whom the same norms of
civility likely do not hold. Under the cloak of anonymity, people lack the incentive to treat each
other respectfully and to suppress open hostility. Worse still, those who act with hostility are also
more likely to speak their mind, leading to their overrepresentation. Therefore, compared to past
environments for associative, behavioral and social learning about outgroups, the modern
partisan is much more likely to encounter examples of anti-social and cruel behavior.
Most research on affective polarization focuses exclusively on partisan affect, but in
these experiments, I also study attributions and affective evaluations of issue o utgroups, or those
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whom we disagree with on specific political issues. Affect between those who disagree over
policy has been largely ignored by political scientists. This is perhaps justified given that partisan
identification is common, stable, and strongly linked to key political behaviors like voting and
cuetaking (Green, Palmquist and Schickler 2004). On the other hand, issue attitudes tend to be
less common, relatively more unstable over time, and play a limited role in vote choice when
controlling for other key variables. Still, there are good reasons for studying issue-based affect.
Partisan hostility does not occur in a vacuum, but in the context of whatever partisan conflict is
most salient at any given moment. Issue disagreements are nexus points at which political
differences most clearly manifest themselves. In recent times, a number of policy disputes have
generated intense public interest and anger — healthcare, illegal immigration, transgender rights,
gun control, responses to police brutality, and so on. For partisans, if they know where the parties
stand on the issues, then attributions about issue preferences should impact outparty evaluations.
On the other hand, true independents, or those who do not know where the parties stand, may
evince little partisan hostility, but still possess animosity for those on the other side of that issue.
As such, issue-based affective polarization should not be ignored.
If negative attributions help to explain affective polarization, then it must first be
demonstrated that citizens today do in fact commonly tend to make negative attributions about
the behaviors and attitudes of political outgroups. The first study presented in this chapter relies
upon a combination of closed and open-ended questions to get a better sense of the landscape of
attributions people tend to make about the other side. Undergraduate researchers later code these
responses for valence and content.
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The second two studies use survey experiments to require the necessary exogenous
variation to determine whether any relationship between negative motive attribution outgroup
hostility is actually causal. A research design reliant upon observational data — for instance,
asking respondents about their outgroup attributions and affect, then looking at the relationship
between the two — would be flawed for at least two reasons. First, any apparent relationship
between attribution and affect might actually result from an omitted variable. For instance, it
may be that people with more extreme views hold more negative motive beliefs, and that some
form of attitudinal or ideological extremity is really what drives the relationship with affect.
Even if one were to control for these factors, some unobserved characteristic could still bias the
effect estimate. Second, even if a causal relationship exists between affect and motive attribution,
much of what would be picked up might be in the wrong causal direction; indeed, it is quite
likely that increased outgroup hostility leads to more negative attributions. The solution to both
of these problems is exogenous manipulation of attributions via experimental treatment. In these
experiments, subjects are shown a series of statements based on those provided by other, real
citizens, in which they explain their political preferences. If citizens learn about the motives of
the other side by observing mass outgroup communications, then exposure to these profiles
should prompt them to update their attributions, at least temporarily. In turn, improving outgroup
attributions will decrease outgroup hostility.

How Common Are Partisan Negative Outgroup Attributions?
Do citizens often make negative attributions about political outgroups? If such beliefs are
rare, then motive attribution likely does not contribute significantly to affective polarization. The
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following study uses a combination of closed and open-ended survey questions to reveal what
motives citizens attribute to others’ political attitudes and behaviors.
For the open-ended response item, respondents were asked to think about what motivates
someone to take a particular position, and then write down anything that comes to mind. Two
undergraduate research assistants and I then coded the open-ended responses into three general
motive categories: bad, good, or ambiguous. Responses that were either off-topic or
unintelligible, constituting less than 10% of the sample, were removed from analysis. We
counted responses as containing bad motive if what someone said was unambiguously negative.
Most other motive mentions were counted as good. A small subset of responses were too
ambiguous to ascertain their valence. A response could contain multiple motives (potentially
both good and bad), though such responses constituted a small portion (3-9% of respondents who
offered a motive) of the sample. In cases in which all three coders disagreed over a coding, I
drop the response from analysis. Disagreements in which two of the three coders were in
agreement were coded in favor of the majority.
For the closed response items, respondents were presented with a list of potential motives
for taking a given political position and asked to assess what percentage of people who hold that
position do so primarily for each reason (all percentages sum to 100). The motives presented
were a combination of bad (e.g. ignorance, bigotry, selfishness) and good (e.g. values, morals,
empirical evidence). I then summed percentages across all bad motives to get the percentage of
individuals to whom any bad motive was attributed.
Each method has its advantages and drawbacks. The open-response question allows
respondents to answer as they wish without outside prompting, and the measure itself reflects
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what a respondent sees as the typical outgroup member. Open-ended responses allow for coding
into further subcategories, making it much easier to capture the variety of motives attributed.
However, people might tend to focus on particularly bad examples of outgroup members, while
still believing most to be positively motivated. If true, this measure might not reveal that. The
closed responses do allow us to assess the total percentage of outgroup members believed to be
negatively motivated. Unfortunately, the motive options provided on the list were limited to a
small set, so some respondents may have found the motive list to not be exhaustive.
Given the variety of potential sites for group conflict in politics, I assessed motive
attribution in three domains: policy issues, partisan identity, and vote intent. In the case of policy
issues, to capture variation across political conflicts, I used a set of nine issues (taxes, healthcare,
gun control, gay marriage, immigration, affirmative action, global warming, Israel/Palestine, and
flag burning) that vary in terms of public salience, media coverage, and issue type. The groups
used in the other domains are Democrats/Republicans and Clinton/Trump voters.
This study was fielded across three separate surveys between December 2015 and June
2017, each of which focused on a different type of political outgroup (disagreements over
policies, candidates, or parties). In the first survey (December 2015), 1811 respondents in a
sample provided by Survey Sampling International answered a series of questions on three
randomly selected political issues from the full set of nine. For each issue, respondents saw a
brief description of the issue conflict, then indicated their issue attitude on a seven point scale
(plus "don't know"). They then were shown the open-response question. For one of the three
issues, respondents were asked to speculate on the motives of others who agree with them, or
their own. For the other two issues, they attributed motives to those who disagree with them.
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Individuals who took no position or the middle option were asked about their views of those on
both sides of the issue, separately. These respondents did not see the closed response question.
The second survey was fielded in November 2016 using 879 respondents recruited from
Mechanical Turk. In this survey, respondents indicated if they planned to vote in the upcoming
election and, if so, for which candidate they planned to vote. Then, each person saw both
open-ended and closed response questions about the motives of Trump and Clinton voters. The
third survey took place in February 2017 with 711 Mechanical Turk respondents. Here,
respondents placed themselves on a 7-point partisan scale at the beginning, then completed both
the open and closed questions for both their partisan ingroup and outgroup. To avoid coloring
responses, open-ended questions always precede closed questions.

Figure 1: Frequency of Negative Attributions Across Survey Participants
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Note: NMB = Negative Motive Belief. The number of observations for each survey (Issues, Parties,
Voting) above is n=1811, n=879, and n=711, respectively. 95% confidence intervals are not shown, but
differences are highly significant (p<0.001). The "Closed, Issues" panel is blank as subjects in this study
were not asked closed questions.

Figure 1 above shows the frequency of negative attributions pooled across all three
surveys. The Y-axis displays the percent of responses in a given category that cite at least one
negative motive for the other side. Results are separated by whether respondents were evaluating
people who disagreed with them on policy, candidate, and party preferences. Respondents in
each survey are then grouped by whether they were evaluating their side, the other side, or were
unattached and evaluating either side.
Several findings stand out. First, across all domains, respondents almost universally
perceive their ingroup positively, though less so in the case of fellow partisans, as negative
attributions rarely rise above 10%. Second, as predicted, people commonly attribute negative
motives to the outgroup. Generally, about half of all outgroup assessments run negative (open
responses), and half of the outgroup is thought of as primarily negatively motivated (closed
responses). Open assessments of voter outgroups constitute the sole exception. In fact, in this
case, the unaffiliated open responses were more negative than the outgroup assessments —
unsurprising, perhaps, as "unaffiliated" here refers to those third party voters. Their lack of
affiliation likely results from dislike rather than disinterest.
While the respondents in these studies tended to be somewhat unrepresentative of the
public at large, this does not invalidate these findings. Women, people under the age of 35,
Democrats and the college-educated were all quite a bit overrepresented in these subject pools.
These groups, however, were also either equally or less likely to hold negative motive beliefs
relative to their counterparts — men, Republicans, and the lower educated were all more likely
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to have negative beliefs. Therefore, to the extent that this study is unrepresentative, it is likely
underestimating the degree to which people make negative outgroup attributions in politics.

Experiment 1a: Does Attribution Impact Affective Evaluations?
The previous study demonstrates that negative attributions are common, but do negative
attributions about outparty preferences and identities significantly impact people’s outparty
affect? This experiment tests this possibility by exposing respondents to a series of statements
made by other people, each containing a description of a policy attitude or partisan preference,
and a brief explanation for why they hold that view. If attribution is a determinant of affect,
respondents who are exposed to higher quality motives should indicate less hostility to the
associated groups in follow-up questions. If this effect is not just statistically significant but also
meaningful, the magnitude of its impact should be comparable to that of attitudinal similarity,
which has long been demonstrated to impact partisan affect, and is considered one of its key
determinants.
In June 2017, 594 subjects were recruited from Mechanical Turk to take a short opinion
survey. Subjects began by indicating their partisan affiliation and their attitudes on four issues
(gun control, immigration, healthcare, environmental protection) on a seven-point Likert scale.
Then, subjects were shown a series of profiles of other individuals who, they were told, had
previously been asked a similar set of attitudinal questions. Each profile contains only a short
quote from a fictional participant indicating their position on an issue (their placement on the
seven-point scale, plus a brief explanation of what they interpret that scale placement to mean in
terms of substantive policy), and their self-stated reason for that preference. Each subject saw ten
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profiles: eight profiles about issue attitudes (one from each side of each of the four issues), and
two profiles indicating partisan preference (i.e. strength of partisan identity and stated reason for
preferring that party). The order of these topics was randomized. Some subjects (n=85)
participated in a control condition where they also saw ten profiles, but without any information
on motive. Subjects then expressed their feelings towards this individual on a 9-point scale.
The strength of the attitude and the quality of the motive displayed in each profile was
randomized. An attitude could take on one of three levels of extremity (e.g. slightly, somewhat,
or strongly oppose/support). To ensure a given scale point was interpreted similarly across
subjects, each attitude reveal included a brief explanation of what the person in the profile
believes that scale point to substantively mean for that issue. Attitudinal distance between the
subject and the profile is measured as the absolute value of the subject and profile scale positions
(such that the measure runs 0-6, with 0 representing full agreement between respondent and the
profiled individual, and 6 indicating that they are on opposite ends of the policy scale).
As for motive, subjects see one of six explanations on each profile, half positive, half
negative. Each statement, while not originating from other actual subjects, draws heavily on
open-ended responses from real people fielded during previous studies. Statements were
designed to reflect a range of motive types both negative (greed, ignorance, bigotry, laziness,
etc.) and positive (fairness, concern for others, desire for liberty, etc.). To confirm that
respondents viewed motive statements as positively/negatively as intended, I fielded a separate
study using 450 Mechanical Turk respondents, who were asked to rate the motives for
reasonability on a 9-point scale, where 1 is perfectly reasonable and 9 completely unreasonable.
Motive quality in this study is therefore measured as the average of these ratings. Because
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ingroup and outgroups judge motive quality differently, the scores on each profile reflect
averages from one’s ingroup only.
Table 1: Sample Positions and Motivations
Panel A: Positions

Panel B: Motivations

Panel C: Example Profiles
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Figure 2: Relative Affective Impact of Motive Beliefs
Panel A: Effect of Motive Quality by Issue Distance
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Note: N=5276. Confidence intervals are 95%. Standard errors are clustered by individual respondents.
Each point corresponds to the average rating across profiles at that level of attitudinal distance.

Panel B: Effect of Motive Quality by Object of Judgment

Note: N=5276. Each point represents an evaluation of a profile, based on the quality of the motive
assigned in that profile. The rating on the y-axis represents residual affect after controlling for position
distance. Ingroup judgments reflect evaluations of those on the same side, and Outgroup of the other.
Neutral judgments reflect evaluations by subjects who were uncommitted. The Total panel shows the
pooled results.

Table 1 above shows a sample of positions and motives that might be shown in each
profile. In this case, these are the positions and motives used for the gun control profiles. Panel A
shows the wording that accompanies each position, while Panel B does the same for motives.
Panel B also shows the average motive quality rating for each example (lower averages
correspond to better preferred motives). Panel C shows examples of the profiles respondents
actually see. For the full set of positions and motives across topics, see SI Sections 1.2 and 1.3.
For examples of the full profiles shown to respondents, see SI Section 2.8.
Affect does indeed appear strongly influenced by motive beliefs. Figure 2a above shows
the mean profile rating of those in the control group compared to those who saw the highest and
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lowest rated motivations for a given item, at each possible level of issue position distance. For
example, when subjects saw someone whose position differed from theirs by a distance of 4 on a
7-point scale (e.g. subjects who moderately agree rating someone who moderately disagrees),
their outgroup affect relative to a control subject increases or decreases on average by about 15%
of the scale length, depending on if the motive they see is positive or negative. The difference
between the highest and lowest rated motives, on average, is about a third the range of the entire
scale, or the difference between clear like and clear dislike. It should be noted that subjects
narrowly prefer individuals they strongly disagreed with but had good motives to those who they
agreed with but had bad motives, further suggesting the importance of attribution for affect. The
plot also indicates there are some floor and ceiling effects; highly-rated motives do not appear to
improve affect towards those with whom we strongly agree, and poorly-rated do not further
lower it for those with whom we strongly disagree. This is consistent with people assuming those
with whom they agree to be thoughtful, and boorish otherwise.
Not only does motive quality matter for outgroup judgments at all levels of disagreement,
but also for ingroup and neutral judgments. Figure 2b plots motive quality against residual affect
ratings (after controlling for position distance) by type of group judgment. The bottom-right
panel shows all data combined. The dashed line represents a kernel-weighted local polynomial
regression, and each point represents a single evaluation. In all cases, affect declines as motive
quality worsens, though somewhat less for those who take positions at the middle of the scale.
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Figure 3: Motive Quality Impact by Position Distance

Note: Confidence intervals are 95%. Standard errors are clustered at the level of the individual
respondent. Ingroup judgments reflect subject evaluations of those on the same side, and Outgroup of the
other. Neutral judgments reflect evaluations by subjects who placed themselves at the midpoint of a scale.

The affective impact of motivation equals or surpasses that of position. Figure 3 shows
the results of a standard OLS regression of affect on both issue position distance and motive
quality treatments, separately for those who judge someone on their side, the other side, and
neutral people judging either side. The bottom-most panel shows the results for all subjects taken
together in a within-subjects, fixed-effects regression. Higher absolute magnitudes indicate
stronger effects. The coefficient on motivation is several times that of position, regardless of
whether one is judging one’s own side or the other side. Of course, given the variety of
substantive choices (i.e. types of issues, chosen positions on those issues) that could be made
differently in constructing both of these measures, results should be taken with a grain of salt.
Still, these scales were created to capture the whole range of positions (e.g. the healthcare scale
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goes from full government takeover to eliminating Medicare) and motivations (e.g. thoughtful
claims versus open racism), so the results should still be instructive.
One additional finding bears mentioning — the relative importance of position and
motivation depends on one's interest in the issue at hand (see SI Sections 1.5 and 1.6 for details
and plots). As interest decreases, so does the importance of position distance, and for those with
low interest, position distance has no effect. However, the magnitude and significance of motive
quality hold, regardless of extremity or even political interest. This demonstrates both the
robustness of motive attribution as a determinant of affect, and that improving motive beliefs
would help even those who may not otherwise pay a great deal of attention or interest to politics.

Experiment 1b: Do Attributions Impact Affect Towards Partisan Groups?
While the above results suggest that attributions play a significant role in political
evaluations, these were evaluations of individuals, not groups, and thus do not directly deal with
outgroup affect. This experiment uses the same data as before, but with independent and
dependent variables that measure group-level motive beliefs and affect, respectively.
In the previous experiment, the key independent variable was the randomly assigned
motive quality for each individual profile. The information learned in these ten profiles should,
taken together, contribute to group-level motive beliefs — Democrats and Republicans have
staked out clear positions on each issue used in these profiles, so politically attentive individuals
should be able to attribute motives for a given issue position to the associated party. As each
profile’s motive quality was randomly assigned, by chance alone, some individuals saw more
high-quality motives associated with the partisan outgroup than did others. This variation is
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leveraged to create a "motive quality index" representing the average of ratings from each of the
motives shown. If individuals apply what they have collectively learned from these individuals to
their associated parties, as the index score improves, so should outparty affect.
After seeing the profiles, and answering a series of distraction questions (a political
general knowledge battery), respondents indicated partisan affect in several ways. First, they
provided partisan feeling ratings on a nine-point scale. Second, they speculated on how they
would react to their child marrying a member of the opposite party, a question now frequently
used to measure outgroup hostility. Third, to perhaps better capture the sentiments of those who
do not have (or plan to have) children, and to further gauge willingness to socially interact with
the other side, subjects were also asked a question about dating preferences. The questions asks
them to suppose they see a profile on a dating service for someone who initially interests them,
but affiliates with the outparty. Subjects then indicate how they would react to this information
on a 5-point scale, where 1 equals increased interest, and 5 a total unwillingness to contact them
(a “dealbreaker”). I also use a dummy that equals 1 for the dealbreaker, and 0 otherwise.

Table 2: Effect of Motive Quality Index on Outgroup Affect

Note: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05. All variables recoded 0-1. Rows 1-3 reflect standard OLS regression;
Row 4 uses logistic regression. Outgroup columns use only outgroup ratings, while the Ingroup-Outgroup
columns use ingroup ratings minus outgroup ratings.
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Figure 4: Outgroup Affect by Motive Quality

Note: Confidence interval is 95%. Each point represents a single subject’s evaluation of the outparty. The
y-axis shows an index that combines the three aforementioned measures of affect (partisan feeling,
marriage indicator, and willingness to date).

Table 2 above reports the results of a series of simple bivariate OLS regressions of these
dependent variables on the motive quality index. Each row corresponds to a different dependent
variable chosen from the four aforementioned affect measures. The “outgroup” column uses only
ratings of outgroups, while the “ingroup-outgroup” column takes the difference between ingroup
and outgroup ratings. Each row shows that the effect of motive quality is significant regardless of
specification. For instance, in row 1, moving from the lowest to highest assigned motive quality
increases affect by a little more than a fifth of the scale. For the dealbreaker results (row 4),
moving from the bottom to the top of the motive quality index corresponds to about a 33%
decrease in the likelihood of selecting the dealbreaker option. Overall, subjects appear to have
learned from the profiles and updated their beliefs about outgroup motives. Figure 4 above
summarizes the results by showing the relationship between the motive quality index and an
index of the three affective measures (a simple average across all three). Those who saw a better
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motive set indicated greater warmth towards the outparty, and increased willingness to interact
with its members. The strength of this effect is remarkable given that respondents were left to
draw conclusions about parties from a set of profiles that focused primarily on issue positions.

Experiment 2: What Does It Take For People To Update Their Attributions?
Although Experiment 1b tests whether outgroup motive attribution causally impacts
outgroup affect, it does so using only a handful of examples across several issues. One motive
per issue seems like an inadequate draw, especially given that issue motives won’t contribute to
partisan feeling unless respondents know where the party stands on that issue, which is often not
the case. Choosing a single topic (issue preference or party affiliation) and providing respondents
with motive examples from a large number of individuals may better approximate real-life
situations – outparty behaviors and attitudes are most likely to be encountered in the discussion
of a single topic or event, such as on social media.
Another experiment also provides the opportunity to better understand how people
interpret direct evidence of outgroup motives. For instance, what we know about
ingroup-outgroup dynamics suggests motive beliefs will be difficult to correct. People are likely
to accept positive information about ingroups, or negative information about outgroups, as these
revelations easily accord with preexisting beliefs. However, when given evidence out of
alignment with one’s priors (i.e. evidence of good motives for outgroups, and vice versa),
rejection of this new information becomes much likelier. An individual may overlook bad
ingroup behavior as that of "a few bad apples", but seize upon any ill intent from the outgroup as
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typical. If true, to successfully change outgroup attributions, we may need to stack the deck in
favor of the outgroup — that is, show subjects uniform positivity in the examples they see.
This second experiment is therefore designed to improve experimental realism and to
better test the factors that influence whether people apply what they learn about group members
to the group as a whole. While the independent and dependent variables remain the same as in
the first experiment, the treatment protocol is changed. Subjects are exposed to a series of motive
profiles, as before, but now these profiles all address a single topic, and the percentage of
profiles containing good or bad motive information is systematically varied across participants.
This study was conducted in June 2017, using 3,266 participants on Mechanical Turk. To reduce
potential demand effects, recruitment materials stated that subjects would participate in a rating
task that would later be used to create a training set for machine learning — not until the
debriefing at the end were respondents told they were taking part in an academic survey. As
before, subjects saw multiple profiles containing both a position (only "for" or "against," – to
maintain experimental power, strength of position is not varied in this experiment) and a motive
for that position. For each profile, subjects were asked to categorize the motive statement using a
preset list of motives (six options — three negative, three positive — plus "other"). Statements
were again based on real communications by respondents in previous studies, and designed to
give an impression of what share of outgroup members have negative (e.g. bigotry, selfishness,
stupidity, cruelty) or positive (e.g. seeking justice, seeking freedom, care for others) motives. To
restrict the study's focus to partisan ingroup/outgroup dynamics, only those who indicated a
preference for the Democratic or Republican party (i.e. those who did not identify themselves as
true independents) participated.
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The key experimental variation is the percentage of motive statements that are
negatively-valenced. Some subjects were randomly assigned to see mostly negative statements,
some mostly positive ones, and another group saw exclusively positive statements. As valence
improves, we should expect outgroup affect to improve. However, if motivated reasoning or
some other cognitive bias is at work, subjects should update their priors, if at all, only when
unable to draw on any examples of outgroup misconduct.
As mentioned above, while each profile in Experiment 2 pertained to a different topic,
here respondents see a series of profiles on the same topic, also randomly assigned. The goal was
to provide subjects a larger pool of evidence from which to make attributions about a single
outgroup. As before, I use both issue and partisan outgroups. Subjects saw one of two versions of
the above task — about "issues" (affirmative action or healthcare), or "party identification"
(Democrat or Republican) — or took part in a control condition, in which respondents completed
a neutral rating task on an unrelated topic. All respondents in the "issues" condition saw eight
statements from disagreers on their assigned issue. I assigned respondents to one of three valence
conditions — bad (six bad motives), good (two bad motives), or perfect (no bad motives). Half
of those chosen to see “party” profiles were shown eight outgroup profiles, as above, but with
motives about their partisan identification rather than issue position.
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Figure 5: Sample Profiles Used in Experiment 3

The other half of “party” subjects were assigned to profiles from both inparty and
outparty members (twelve in all, six from each party). It may be that affective polarization can be
diminished not just by revealing that many outgroup members are positively motivated, but that
many ingroup members are negatively so. To test the potential effects of ingroup-outgroup
comparison, subjects in this condition were assigned to valences using a 2x2 factorial (ingroup
"good" or "bad," outgroup "good" or "bad"). Of the six statements used for each party, four are
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negative in the "bad" valence condition, and two in the "good" valence condition. Therefore,
subjects were randomly assigned to see one of four sets of profiles (both parties good; both
parties bad; inparty good, outparty bad; and vice versa). SI Section 2.2 contains a list of all
possible motives. Figure 5 above shows two examples of the profiles respondents might see.
Upon completing their assigned rating task, subjects answered a knowledge battery, then
placed themselves on 9-point scales for partisan affect and issue group affect. Finally, to test
whether manipulating attributions might have behavioral consequences, I ask a question to
gauge willingness to vote across party lines. Subjects saw a vignette in which a candidate from
their party was under investigation before an election, and asked whether they would vote for
that person, someone else (the outparty challenger or an independent) or not vote at all.
In order to confirm that the treatments did successfully manipulate the intended belief
(attributions for outgroup attitudes/behaviors), immediately following the exercise, I showed
respondents a list of possible attributions, good and bad, about outgroup members, and asked
them to write in the percentage they thought were primarily motivated by each attribution (forced
summing to 100%). I then summed the percentages across bad motives to get a measure of
overall outgroup attributions. The manipulations were successful; as valence improved, the
percentage of outgroup members given negative attributions decreased (see SI Section 2.3).
Figure 6 below shows the experimental results. In each panel, the Y-axis shows the
difference between ingroup and outgroup affect (scaled from -1 to 1, where -1 corresponds to
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Figure 6: Affect Ratings in Response to Evidence of Outgroup Motive Quality

Note: Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Dashed lines reflect the upper and lower of 95% confidence
intervals on the estimate of affect in the control group. All DVs above are measured as the difference between
ingroup and outgroup affect, scaled from -1 to 1, where -1 corresponds to maximum outgroup hostility. Plots show
marginal averages. All differences in effect magnitude between the Perfect and Control group affect ratings above
are significant at the 95% confidence level in the multivariate regression analysis.
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low outgroup affect) in each condition. The one exception is the fourth panel, where the Y-axis
shows the percentage of people who preferred their own party's (possibly corrupt) candidate if
they were forced to vote for their own or the other party's candidate. The top two panels show
effects for those who saw issue outgroup motives, the next two panels for those who saw party
outgroup motives, and the final panel for subjects who saw party motives for both the ingroup
and outgroup. The dashed lines in each panel correspond to 95% confidence intervals on control
group affect (not shown in the top panel, as the control group was not asked about issues).
These analyses use only the subset of subjects who appear to have complied with the
instructions of the exercise — some subjects merely clicked through the exercise without reading
the vignettes, thus not receiving the treatment. To deal with the inattentive or otherwise
noncompliant, I count the total number of motives correctly identified (good or bad) by the
subjects, and drop those roughly in the bottom quintile of this measure (generally corresponding
to those who did worse than chance would predict). Because extremity and political
sophistication correlate with compliance, all treatment effects shown above arise from a
multivariate regression including party extremity and general knowledge. Still, the above results
hold when using a two stage least squares regression in which treatment is instrumented on
compliance (see Sections 2.4-2.6 for detailed analyses).
Each panel in Figure 6 shows that the difference between ingroup and outgroup affect
decreases as outgroup motive valence increases. In the top panel, for instance, when people saw
mostly negative motives from those who disagreed with them on affirmative action or healthcare,
their affect towards that outgroup was significantly lower than those who saw mostly or entirely
positive motives. However, in most cases, the treatment effect is only significant in the perfect
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condition. In other words, people who saw mostly good motives did not evaluate the outgroup
significantly differently from those who saw mostly bad ones — only those who saw nothing but
good motives showed clear improvement. In other words, affect improved only when subjects
completely lacked recent evidence of negative outgroup conduct. This suggests one of two
possibilities about how people interpret group motives from example. First, ingroup members
may think bad motives are more common than good ones in the outgroup, so when they see one,
they figure it is better representative of the typical outgroup member. Second, negative motives
may be particularly salient, so even if someone doesn't assume deficiency on the part of most
outgroup members, they might overly focus on the few who are. Either way, these results
demonstrate the high difficulty of changing perceptions of the outgroup.
Learning negative motives about one’s own party does not appear to improve the
outparty-inparty affect differential unless it is also paired with positive evidence about the other
party. The bottom panel shows results from the ingroup-outgroup partisan comparison condition.
When the ingroup appears to have better motives than the outgroup, the control condition is
replicated. Showing both groups as containing several negatively motivated individuals has no
impact on affect. Here, as subjects might dismiss positive outgroup examples as unrepresentative
of the group as a whole, they may simply do the same with negative ingroup examples. As in the
other manipulations, however, providing good information about outparty motives improves
outparty affect, though again only significantly so when the evidentiary deck is stacked in the
outgroup’s favor as much as possible.
As demonstrated in the fourth panel, manipulating motive beliefs may impact not just
attitudes but also behavior, or at least behavioral intent. While about 85% of those in the control
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group said they'd vote for their own party's (likely corrupt) candidate, only 74% of those who
saw nothing but positive outgroup motives indicate the same. This small but significant decrease
suggests that some people are willing to cross party lines when faced with an inadequate inparty
candidate, but only if they believe that people in the outparty possess good intentions. Such a
finding seems relevant to the 2016 presidential election, which featured the two least popular
major party candidates in history, each with an arguably questionable legal past. Nevertheless,
people still largely voted along party lines. In a less polarized partisan environment, voters may
have felt freer to reject their party's candidate based on undesirable qualities. Of course, as these
results reflect behavioral intent in a hypothetical, and not real-life behaviors themselves, they
should be taken with a grain of salt.
Experiment 2 demonstrates, as did experiment 1, that motive attribution is a key causal
contributor to outgroup hostility, and that giving citizens reason to believe the outgroup has good
intentions can reduce outgroup hostility. These results suggest it may be possible to fight
affective polarization by directly providing evidence of positive outgroup motives; however, this
may only work when the evidence of well-intentioned outgroup members appears overwhelming.
Even a single bad apple spoils the whole bunch.

Discussion and Conclusion
While affective polarization is well-documented, it is still not well understood. What
explains the persistent rise in animosity between partisan groups? This chapter adds to the
existing set of explanations an additional answer, that citizens often attribute nefarious motives
to outgroup members, rather than assume that their preferences result from legitimate values and
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concerns. Roughly half of the public appear to hold negative beliefs about outgroup motives, and
those who do evaluate outgroup members more negatively. The impact of motive attribution on
outgroup affect appears to be equal to or larger than that of attitudinal similarity, a key finding
for a literature that, to this point, has focused on affective polarization's relationship with what
people want rather than why they want it. The impact of motive beliefs on affect is strong
regardless of who is being judged (ingroup members, outgroup members, and judgments of
either side by the uncommitted) or one’s level of interest in the issue, something untrue of
attitudinal similarity. Most importantly, people appear willing to change their outgroup motive
beliefs, but perhaps only under the best conditions; when they do, their outgroup hostility
lessens, their willingness to interact with outgroup members increases, and they appear
somewhat more willing to vote across party lines to block problematic ingroup candidates.
These experiments are not without limitation — surveys were not conducted using a
random, nationally representative sample, though in all cases, underrepresented respondent
groups were equally or more likely to engage in negative motive attribution and show significant
effects; the reliance upon survey research raises some concern about external validity; the studies
do not track multiple waves, and therefore cannot speak to long-term effect decay; dependent
variables are non-behavioral and self-reported. Manipulating beliefs and/or affect on a more
permanent basis, in a more realistic environment, may be much more difficult.
The results of this study should inform future steps lawmakers or private organizations
might take to combat affective polarization. People acquire information about each other’s
motives from their media environment; if this content is either largely negative or infrequently
provided, citizens will learn, or at least assume, that political disagreements stem from nefarious
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outgroup motives. Journalists, therefore, should do a better job of explaining why people support
the policies they do, and avoid suggestions that said support is underlaid primarily by ill intent.
Social media organizations can also work to restructure their platforms to minimize the
likelihood of shallow, hostile outgroup interactions. This may include interventions such as the
minimization of the role of comments sections on news articles, preventing anonymous
commenting, and incentivizing thoughtful deliberation.
Affective polarization is a significant problem in the United States. Hostility towards the
other side makes political compromise more difficult, encourages the formation of informational
echo chambers, makes voting for the out-party difficult even when sensible, incentivizes elected
officials to approach political decision-making in an increasingly partisan fashion, and increases
the likelihood of partisan violence. The high amount of congressional gridlock, increasing
partisan disagreement on even basic facts of reality, the choice by most partisans to stick with
their party's candidate in the 2016 election despite high unfavorables, a growing tendency
towards partisan hardball, the recent public shootings of Reps. Gabby Giffords and Steve Scalise,
and the violence at protests in Charlottesville, VA and Berkeley, CA are just a few recent
manifestations of these problems. If affective polarization continues over the coming years, we
will undoubtedly witness the further erosion of political norms of civility and good faith
deliberation; a functioning democracy would seem to require, at the very least, its citizens to not
assume their neighbors to be monsters.
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